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A True Headache
	To be completely honest, I came into this experiment with the same philosophy most students probably have: I’ll just make the whole thing up and not actually quit anything.  I thought I would just pick something that would be easy to fake and get through the paper as painless as possible.  Then I had a different idea.  Why not use this opportunity to better myself in some way?  Not only would this be good for me, but it would also make the paper easier at the same time.  Once I actually thought about it, I decided to think about something that would be actually beneficial for me to quit.
	After hours of thinking of a good thing to quit that would actually improve my quality of life, a great idea suddenly came upon me.  Within the past year, I’ve had kidney stones three separate times despite the fact that I’m only 20 years old.  After the last incident, the doctors did testing on the stones and decided the main cause was dehydration.  The first question the doctor asked me was if I drink a lot of soda.  I told him yes and he explained to me that drinking mostly soda does not allow my body to get the proper hydration it needs and that is what is causing the kidney stones.  He recommended not drinking soda at all and only drinking water.  At the time I thought to myself, “Yea right, that’s going to happen”.   Once I realized I could accomplish two tasks at once and stop drinking soda because of my kidney stones and also get my self-experiment done at the same time, it was obvious what I was going to do.  My hypothesis was that I could cold-turkey stop drinking soda and begin only drinking water, even with the caffeine withdrawal.            
Method
At first, I wasn’t sure how to quit drinking soda, so I did research.  As soon as I read a few articles by people who actually quit drinking soda, I became a little nervous about quitting it.  The first article I read suggested that to quit drinking soda, it is best to find something to replace it ("How to Quit Soda Pop," n.d.).  The author suggests using tea to replace the soda ("How to Quit Soda Pop," n.d.).  This solution didn’t work for what I wanted to do because I didn’t want to replace something with caffeine with something else with caffeine.  Then I read an article that gave me even more motivation.  It listed negative consequences to drinking soda, including things like weight gain, staining of the teeth, and even insomnia (Chua, 2009).  The scariest information came in an article called, “How to Quit Drinking Soda”.  In this article, the author talks about the headaches caused from the withdrawal of caffeine and how the only cures are sleep and rest (Dancer, n.d.).  This made me worried, but I figured that was a bit of an exaggeration.   The method I chose to use was plain and simple:  I chose to log every time I drank soda for a week and then log the switch over to water.
Results
	At first, logging my soda drinking was very difficult.  Soda was the only thing I drank, so every time I got a glass or bottle of soda I had to write it in my log.  It seemed like I was writing in my log every second of the day for the first couple days.  Then I just started to carry a folded up piece of paper in my pocket and write the soda drinking on there.  This made logging much easier.  While logging the actual soda drinking, I realized I drank soda systematically every day.  The soda drinking occurred at the same hours each day depending on if I was at school, work, or home.  For example, when I went to work I took my breaks and lunch at the same time so this meant I was drinking soda at the same times.  Same thing happened at school; I would drink soda every day before school at 9:00 and then not drink soda again until school was over at 2:10.  The other thing I noticed from logging my actual soda drinking was the amount of money I spent on soda.  Every bottle of soda I bought cost about $1.25 and on some days I was buying as many as five bottles a day.  That is $6.25 each day on soda, not including the two-liters I had at home.  
	Then I began drinking water in place of the soda.  The first couple days I did good, only drinking soda a few times.  At this point I wasn’t worried at all.  I thought this was going to be really easy.  Then days three through six came.  These days were terrible.  I had headaches from the time I woke up until the time I went to sleep.  I took a ton of aspirin to try and get rid of the headaches, but it seemed like they just laughed at the medicine.  The only thing that made the headaches go away was sleep.  By now I didn’t think the article that said to get sleep and rest because of the headaches was an exaggeration; it was dead serious.  After dealing with the headaches for a few days, they went away.  From there, I did pretty well at not drinking soda.  There were a few instances where I did drink soda, and I realized it depended greatly on my environment.  For example, when I was at work or school I never really wanted soda.  On the other hand, when I went to a party or a restaurant, I either craved soda or actually got soda.  For me, the breakthrough point occurred at a trip to Denny’s.  The waiter asked my friend and I what we wanted to drink and I instinctively said, “water”.  My friend looked at me like I was insane, but that was the point I knew I had broke the habit.            	 
Discussion
	In the end, I must admit quitting drinking soda was much tougher than I would have thought.  At times it seemed like the headaches were just too unbearable and not worth it.  The key to me quitting was focusing on the fact that I wouldn’t have to deal with the kidney stones any longer (hopefully).  If I wouldn’t have had this extra motivation, I don’t believe I would’ve been able to quit.  Needless to say, I’m not going to start drinking soda again now that the experiment is over.  I’m not sure if the reason is actually because of the kidney stones or more because I’m scared of going through the headaches again, but regardless, no more soda for me.  
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Appendix A
[Fred included four full pages that listed the times when he drank a bottle or glass of soda]
Appendix B
[Fred included seven more pages that listed the times when he drank a bottle or glass of water]




